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Solution: IBM Hybrid Cloud    Industry: Retail   

Share this:

ECCO Ireland
Optimizes sales performance with data-driven
insights
Competition is fierce in the footwear industry, and the race
is on for companies to increase efficiency and boost sales,
without compromising on excellent customer service.
ECCO Ireland teamed up with ProStrategy to enhance its
analytics function with IBM technology and help store
managers make smart, data-driven decisions.

Eliminates

the manual effort
required to generate
detailed sales
reports

Supports

healthy competition
by comparing sales
performance
between stores

Cuts

time to insight,
helping ECCO
respond quickly to
changing market
conditions

Business Challenge
Fashion moves fast, and shoppers’ tastes change even faster. How can
retailers ensure they have the products that customers want in stock, when
they want them?

Transformation
To get a clearer picture of its best-selling products and monitor sales
performance across its stores, ECCO Ireland worked with ProStrategy to
enhance its analytics capabilities with IBM® Cognos® Analytics.

Results
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Business Challenge Story
Spotting the season’s must-have products

Whether you’re buying boots for your next outdoor adventure, sandals for
beach lounging or comfortable shoes for daily wear, you expect stores to stock
fashionable, comfortable footwear in your size. If one retailer doesn’t have the
right pair in stock, it’s likely that they will lose your business to one of their
competitors.

Consumers’ high expectations create significant challenges for retailers. To
meet demand both in-store and online, they need detailed insight into both
sales and inventory. The ability to analyze data at the store level is critical to
help them develop new strategies that will lift sales and boost revenue.

Paul Lyons, Managing Director at ECCO Ireland, elaborates: “Identifying which
products are flying off the shelves before stock runs out is key to maximizing
our revenue. To keep customers satisfied and avoid missing out on sales, we
track a wide variety of sales metrics across each of our stores, and use this
data to drive key decisions, such as which items to stock in each store and
which staff members we should roster at peak times.”

Speed is critical. The faster ECCO can identify which products are selling fast,
the more chance it has of maximizing revenues on each product line. However,
over time, the company found that its existing analytics solution was starting
to delay mission-critical decision-making.

In particular, ECCO’s legacy solution was slowing down the creation of the
company’s “ECCO Economy” report—a dashboard that details everything from
sales to date, sales growth and sales trends per SKU to the sales performance
of each member of each in-store team. This active report, which can be
accessed via a mobile device both online and offline, is used by all managers in
ECCO Ireland’s stores to support their daily decision making.

Lyons comments: “With our previous solution, it took our business analysts
approximately two to three days to compile the ECCO Economy report. What’s
more, because store managers only received monthly progress reports on the
tenth day of the following month, they had to base their decisions on data that
wasn’t always in sync with the reality of sales in store.”

Transformation Story
Gaining a clearer view

Enlisting the assistance of IBM Business Partner ProStrategy, ECCO upgraded
its analytics capabilities by implementing IBM Cognos Analytics, paving the

With IBM Cognos Analytics powering our reporting function, we are much better
prepared to adapt and overcome the challenges that we will encounter as the retail

industry changes in the future.
— Paul Lyons, Managing Director, ECCO Ireland

“
”
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way for smarter decisions and increased sales revenues.

“IBM Cognos Analytics came highly recommended by our long-established
partner ProStrategy,” says Lyons. “Compared to other analytics solutions, we
saw that Cognos would provide the functionality and rapid insight that we
required at a price point that matched our budget.”

ProStrategy implemented IBM Cognos Analytics for ECCO on-premises and
connected the solution to ECCO’s ERP system—enabling the company to
harness data from different areas of the business, including point-of-sale
devices in each of its stores.

To minimize disruption and enable users to access their data in a familiar
format, ProStrategy helped the company’s business analysts to re-build the
ECCO Economy dashboard in IBM Cognos Analytics.

“We were especially attracted to the self-service report building capabilities of
Cognos, because they give our analytics team greater freedom to build,
optimize and tailor reports to our specific needs. Furthermore, with an on-
premises solution, we can maintain full control over our data and optimize
performance by keeping the analytics platform close to our source systems.

“Thanks to the expertise and assistance we received from ProStrategy, we
managed to implement the solution rapidly and effectively while causing
minimal disruption to our business—helping us to maintain excellent customer
service across our stores during the implementation phase.”

Results Story
Striding ahead in a competitive market

By placing IBM Cognos Analytics at the heart of its operations, ECCO can
dramatically reduce the time and effort required to generate sales reports,
increase business agility and promote a culture of healthy competition
between its sales teams.

“It used to take our business analysts three days to consolidate data and build
reports on all aspects of the sales cycle—now we can generate these reports
automatically with IBM Cognos Analytics,” says Lyons. “We only have to build a
report once, and then we can set it to run on a regular basis—eliminating
almost all of the repetitive manual effort involved in generating reports.”

Because IBM Cognos Analytics delivers key reports automatically, the solution
also empowers ECCO to react more quickly and strategically to changing
market conditions.

Lyons continues: “Store managers no longer have to wait ten days to dig down
into the performance of their store—with IBM Cognos Analytics, the figures are
ready on the first day of the month. As a result, we can now react more quickly
when an item is beginning to sell fast, and re-orient our supply chain to avoid
stock-out or lost revenue on that item.”

To drive sales and engage its people, ECCO uses data from IBM Cognos
Analytics to encourage competition between stores.

“Because IBM Cognos Analytics delivers accurate, reliable data on sales
performance at the individual employee and store level, we can use this data
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to run competitions between staff members in each of our 16 stores,” explains
Lyons. “For example, we keep a running league table that tracks the sales
performance of each store and offers employees the chance to compete for
prizes such as discounted shoes, cash rewards and team building activities.
This helps us to incentivize our staff and nurture a friendly, competitive
environment in the workplace.”

Lyons concludes: “With IBM Cognos Analytics powering our reporting function,
we are much better prepared to adapt and overcome the challenges that we
will encounter as the retail industry changes in the future. Ultimately, having
the data we need to evolve our strategies easily at hand, will help us to ensure
excellent customer service now and in the years ahead.”

ECCO Ireland

Founded in 1963, ECCO is one of the few major shoe manufacturers in the
world, which owns and manages every aspect of its leather and shoe
productions, and its retail sales. ECCO is among the largest producers in the
world of high-quality leather, used in ECCO’s shoes and accessories and sold to
several leading luxury brands. Today, ECCO products are sold in 90 countries in
2,200 shops, and at more than 14,000 sales points around the world. The
company is family-owned and employs more than 21,000 people worldwide.

Solution Components

Cognos Analytics

Take the next step

IBM Analytics offers one of the world's deepest and broadest analytics
platform, domain and industry solutions that deliver new value to businesses,
governments and individuals. For more information about how IBM Analytics
helps to transform industries and professions with data, visit
ibm.com/analytics. Follow us on Twitter at @IBMAnalytics, on our blog at
ibmbigdatahub.com and join the conversation #IBMAnalytics.

It used to take our business analysts three days to consolidate data and build
reports on all aspects of the sales cycle—now we can generate these reports

automatically with IBM Cognos Analytics.
— Paul Lyons, Managing Director, ECCO Ireland

“
”
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The performance data and client examples cited are presented for illustrative purposes only. Actual performance results may vary
depending on specific configurations and operating conditions.

All client examples cited or described are presented as illustrations of the manner in which some clients have used IBM products
and the results they may have achieved. Actual environmental costs and performance characteristics will vary depending on
individual client configurations and conditions. Contact IBM to see what we can do for you.

The client is responsible for ensuring compliance with laws and regulations applicable to it. IBM does not provide legal advice or
represent or warrant that its services or products will ensure that the client is in compliance with any law or regulation.

ProStrategy has built up over 30 years of knowledge and expertise in data and
analytics technology. The company approaches each data and analytics
project through a holistic view of its clients’ data capture and management.
ProStrategy is recognized as a data and analytics industry leader in Ireland and
has a team of over 50 highly skilled IT and business professionals helping
customers deliver the information that drives business performance success.

View more client stories or learn more about IBM Analytics
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